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Written for Rangeley L akes:

Old Ben Greeley.
The

S u p e r s titio u s

H e rm it

of

G r e e le y P o n d s .

GREELEY, who lives over back of
B ENGreeley
Ponds, has been a great ob
server of nature. He knows all the
signs from the shadow o f the ground
hog, to the twelve signs of the Zodiac, and
he depends wholly on the latter to regu
late his hunting and fishing. They are of
more importance to him than the game
law s of the State. “ Talk ’bout yer can’ t
ketch deer only in the three last months
of the year. ’ Ts all nonsense. I ken ketch
’em any time.”
My introduction to him came about in
this way. I was taking a summer-day
stroll in the woods and had got in the
vicinity of the ponds. In attempting to
jump a fallen tree I caught my foot and
pitched headlong at the same time I gave my
ankle such a twist that I screamed from
the pain I received.
Imagine my surpriee to hear a voice
just behind me saying, “ Bad tumble
voung’ un, hain’ t broke no bones hev ye?”
I turned my head to see who had been my
uuknown companion, and met the gaze of
an unkempt individual, rough and grizzly
beard, dressed in clothes that might have
done service for many years. Yet not
withstanding this rough exterior the voice
was of a sympathizing tone and the
bright, sharp eye had a winning expression
and I knew at once that a friend was near
to aid me.
As quick as I could comprehend the
situation and recover from my surprise, I
answered, “ No, I think not, but I have
given my ankle a most severe sprain.”
He picked me up as if I had been an in
fant and placed me on a log where I could
lean against a tree, and unlaced my shoe.
This he did as gently as it would have
been done by a woman. Carefully remov
ing my stocking he examined the painful
limb and said, “ No, its nothin’ but a
sprain but you’ ll have ter keep quiet for a
spell. Y ou wait er minit an’ I’ll fix it up
for ye.”
He began searching for something and
in a few moments stooped and picked a
handful of leaves from some plant, which
after chewing he placed on my ankle. The
stocking was gentiy drawn on, also the
boot, but left unlaced.
During this operation, he kept up a talk
apparently to himself. Some portions
that I caught ran like this. “ I might hev
knowed it, never knowed it to fail; dream
of failin’ off er hoss an’ suthin misfortunate’ s goin’ ter happen, and I ’d be in it
Borne w ay.”
“ Do you believe in dreams?” I ventured
to ask.
‘ ‘Believe in dreams? Why certainly
there aint nothin’ that dreams don’ t fore
tell.”
“ Did you dream of finding me in this fix
last night?” inquired I.
“ Well-er-no, not dlzactly, hut I knowed,
suthin’ was goin’ to happen an’ you see I
teas right handy by.”
“ Perhaps you can tell what my dream
8ignifled than. I dreamed of discovering a
mine of pure iron—”
“ That proves it,” quickly interrupted
ffiy good Samai’itan.
“ I told yer so,
dream of iron, meet with an accident,
dreams never fail to forewarn a person.”
"B u t ” said I, “ had I remained in camp,

would I have esoaped the acoident, or
might not a more severe one have happen
ed?”
“ Forewarned, forearmed, you would
have been lookin’ out fer it.”
When I was ready to be moved he said,
“ It ain’ t fur to my camp, p’raps I can
steady yer a bit, and help yer over the
bad places.”
It seemed a long distance, but we reach
ed his log camp after a time, and his bunk
was quickly put in oondition and I was
lifted in. He left me to procure wood, and
I had an opportunity to look about. The
room was small, with only one window,
but it was as clean and tidy as a house
could have been. A stove much the worse
for wear, a table and a couple of chairs
made up the movable furniture. A shelf,
containing quite an array of books, was
on one side of the room. Several pictures
cut from newspapers adorned the walls
and added to the few cheerful features of
the place.
In a few moments my host returned,
kindled a fire, and in a very short time
dinner was announced. This was no swell
affair, but I do not know when I have
eaten with such relish. The meat tasted
remarkably like venison, although it was
close time. It was cooked and seasoned to
perfection. The potatoes seemed anxious
to get out of their jackets; the hot biscuit
were white and light and could not have
been risen more unless the oven had been
enlarged; the tea was perfect, simply
brewed, not boiled, and taken altogether
it was a most palateable feast.
During our meal I managed to learn
much of the peculiarities of the man. He
had been living here for many years.
It is rare that he is seen in Rangeley, I doubt if he has been there for
the last tw o years. His business transacions are in other directions.
Very few
people have any knowledge of him, or his
home. He naturally avoids meeting
strangers and his acquaintances, if he has
any, are living elsewhere.
S u p e rstitio u s!

w h y its a re a lity to him ,

he belives as sincerely in g h o s ts
I d o in hum an

beings,

never do an y ha rm

as y o u or

b u t he sa y s

they

an d are c om p an y for

his lonesom e h o u rs. He to ld
me th a t
w hen he b u ilt his cam p he ha d a ladder,
and one n igh t he w alk ed under it .
n e xt d a y he cu t his f o o t so b a d ly

The

th a t he

nearly sta r v e d before he w a s ab le to get
o u t for p ro v isio n s.
He d estro yed th a t
ladder and had never had an oth er.

I innocently asked if he was afraid it
would fall on him, when he gave me a
look of supreme contempt at showing
such ignorance. “ Why, you walk under
a ladder, suthin’ awful’ ll happen to you.
Don’ t you never walk under no ladder
young man.”
The number “ 13” is a nightmare to him.
If fish were jumping out of the water to
get at his hook he stops when twelve have
been caught. It is the same in shooting
birds. He never hunts or fishes on the
13th of the month and when that day falls
on Friday, he never ventures outside the
cabin. He consults the almanac and the
signs of the Zodiac, and from them knows
when fish will bite freely, and the signs
were right, during one day of my stay
for ho was gone less than a quarter of an
hour and came in with a dozen as hand
some trout as have been strung together
this season. He dreads but one thing.
Ho fears some day a partridge may fly
into his camp, This he tells me, in all
seriousness, is a sign that his days will be

ended unless by chance, he had a visitor.
In which case the dread destroyer might
seleot the other and leave him. This kept
me on the watch and I confess, that had a
partridge visited us, I think I should have
dropped dead from sheer fright. None
came however.
After our first dinner, the oid man took
a note over to Loon Lake Camps inform
ing them of my accident, and that for a
few days I should be under necessity o!
boarding elsewhere. Before leaving me he
moved his “ library” so that I could have
“ suthin’ to pass the time w ith.” And I
found it so. The subjects of witch-craft,
demonology, black art, signs, charms,
dreams and superstitions were fully treat
ed and I think a week under that roof
would have made me fully as superstitious
as was my host. Even now, if by chance
I see the new moon over my left shoulder,
I am wretched till I look at the next one
over my right. In three days, however, I
was fully recovered, thanks to the won
derful curative qualities of the native rem
edies that grew in abundance about Uncle
Ben’ s ranch, and aided by his careful
nursing.
On the morning I was to leave I, began
dressing my feet. I was putting
a
stocking on my right foot, when Uncle
Ben fairly screamed, “ Don’ t do that,
don’ t do it young man; its your right
foot. Don’ t never put a shoe or stockin’
on your right foot first; allers dress your
left or misfortun’ll toiler yer sure’ s yer
born.” I laughed, but somehow it is al
ways my left foot that gets dressed first.
I could hot induce him to accept any
thing for the trouble I had made him, and
he shook my hand regretfully when I left,
but since my return to town, I have hunt
ed the old book stores and sent a “ choice
collection” of works touching his pet
“ science.”
Uncle Ben took pains to go out into
civilization and tell the party who carried
him the books, that he had “ skeersely
slept a wink since them books ariv, I read
’em night and day.”
G.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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ibou was a regular old forest monarch
with a pair of monster horns, wide-spread
ing and bristling with sharp-pointed
prongs.
He was more than pleased with his catch
but never could satisfactorily account for
how he secured him. One day I overheard
him trying to make a young chap think he
fixed the savage monster with his glitter
ing eye and walked right up and slipped
a rope over his neck—and the youth listen
ed in open-mouthed wonder, saying,
“ Wonderfull Wonderful!”
Still, no mat
ter how Miller did the trick, the caribou
was there.
He had no place to put the creature but
a short distance away a brother contractor
had a lumber yard with a high fence around
it.
“ Let me put my caribou in your yard?”
asked Miller.
“ Why, cert,” answered the other, “ Fill
it full of caribous if you want to .”
“ One will do,” rejoined Miller, and the
caribou was forthwith corralled in the
lumber yard. Every day Miller would
bring a crowd of friends to admire the
monster.
Miller shared the care of the caribou
with Frederick Lanzer, one of the yard
men, and they tw o were the only ones that
could get within ten yards of his nibs.
Lanzer didn’ t like the looks of the cari
bou’ s evil eye and one day he said to Mil
ler: “ I don’ t care over and above much
about monkeying with that queer-horned
beggar.”
“ Oh, he’ s just as gentle as a kitten. He
won’ t hurt you,” said Miller reassuring
ly“ Just the same, I ’ d* prefer a kitten,”
said Lanzer once more.
Of late the caribou has grown very
ugly so that even Miller allowed that he
was “ just a bit dangerous” and didn’ t
hanker to rub his ears or play with his
horns.
The climax came the other evening
when Lanzer entered the yard to give
him some fodder. Scarcely had Lanzer
closed the gate when the caribou started
for him full tilt, head down, antlers
T R A M P L E D B Y A M A D C A R IB O U .
out.
Lanzer shouted for help and his wife,
A Thrilling Eucouter with a Forest Mon
looking out of her window saw her hus
arch—Not in the Wilderness,
band prostrate with the big caribou
but the City.
executing a war dance on his body.
A crowd of men rushed to the rescue,
N e w Y o r k , O c t. 31, 1896.
only to be met by the maddened brute.
Dear Rangeley Lakes.
My friend C----------- , about whose win They sought shelter behind lumber piles,
ter practice in fly fishing I wrote you last but by tolling the animal away allowed
week threatens to sue me for damages. He Lanser to be rescued. They lassoed the
says it has cost him two-thirds of his sal caribou, but he broke away and made a
ary to “ square” the boys who heard of it final dash at {Mrs. Lanzer who had run
through R a n g e l e t L a k e s , and has e x  to the rescue of her husband. She bare
tracted a solemn promise from me never to ly made her escape, followed precipitate
refer to it again in print. So we'll drop ly by the crowd of men, leaving the cari
bou monarch of all he surveyed.
C-----------.
Y ou know they say one has to go away
Lanzer is very badly hurt and may
from home to learn the news and I ’ m g o not recover and Miller, if he heeds pub
ing to spin you a little forest yarn with lic opinion, will be eating caribou steak
the scene laid in Brooklyn—now a part, for the next week or two?
Can you beat this, even in the wilds
you know, of the “ Greater New Y ork .”
Over in the “ City of Churches” lives a of Maine?
“ I nterested R eader.”
contractor and builder who has packed to 
gether such a comfortable little pile that
The care taker of the Megantic Club at
of late years he only works for the fun of Big Island Pond has 40,000 trout eggs in
it, and is enabled to slip away for a sport the hatchery In first class condition.
ing outing whenever he’ s so inclined. The
L a n g P lantation.
boys call him “ Billy Miller” and he lives
There
is
to
be a large amount of lumber
on Bushwick avenue.
A couple of years ago he made a hunting ing done in this plantation the coming
trip to Canada. He came back loaded winter. The following will put in crews.
with trophies of the chase and among oth Cushman, Harris, Dyer, Harmon and
er things brought a liv e caribou. The car Hinkley and Adams.
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Written expressly for Rangeley Lakes:

M y s t e r y o f t h e W ild R o v e r, o r X
L eap f o r L ife.
Chapter III.
After the Wild Rover had disappeared
over the cliff the crowd were spell-bound
for a time, when the leader broke the
silence by saying, “ That is his death leap,
let us return to the ship.” They did so
and reported to the Captain. He at once
secured a small vessel and sailed for Eastport, Maine in pursuit of of the Plying
Fish and her crew, but no trace of them
could he find. She had vanished as though
the waters of the Bay of Fimdy had swal
lowed her.
The vessels that were wrecked on Deep
Cove sands were fixed up and made ready
for sea. Peace once more came among the
people. A week had passed since the
event narrated in our last chapter.
In going to my room one night, I
thought of the sealed package the Wild
Rover had given me that night in the boat
house. I took the package from my trunk
and seating myself at the table I broke the
seal and took from the package a picture.
It was a picture of a young lady, richly
dressed, with dark blue eyes, and the same
curly hair as that of the W ild Rover.
I searched the package closely to find a
word explaining who this beauty was. I
sat looking at, and thinking of the picture
for an hour, then returned it to my trunk
and retired.
Next morning Mr. Green informed me
that the fishing season was about over,
and he could get along without my help
any longer. He settled with me and I
took the packet for Eastport. From there
I went to Boston and sailed for the island
of Cuba. Two years passed away before
I again visited Eastport. The third day
after I had arrived in that city, as I was
walking down High street I saw on the
same side of the street tw o young ladies
coming towards me. When within a few
feet they stopped. One of them looked me
in the face and extended her hand and said,
“ This is Mr.-------- , I’ m glad to meet you.”
“ But I do not know you,” I said. “ Yes
you do,” she replied with a laugh, and
looking at her watch added, “ It is now
ten o ’clock; c«me home with me and
have some dinner.” I gladly accepted the
invitation, for I could see by this time
that the Wild Rover stood before me. I
turned and walked up the street a short
distance, and coming to a nice looking
house she said, “ This is my home,” and
going up to the steps she opened the door
and we passed in.
She led me through a hall and opening a
door on the right, I found myself in a rich
ly furnished drawing-room- She asked me
to be seated and sitting beside me she
said, “ Have you seen the Wild Rover?”
I replied “ I think I have,”
Well laddie I have a story to tell you.
And this is Is It:
“ I was born in a little village not far
from Cape Sable. My father was a sea
captain and owned a vessel. He used to
coast along the shore, from St. Johns, N.
B., to Liverpool, N. S. My mother died
when I was fourteen years old. My
brother, who was five years older than
myself, used to sail with my father. At the
age of sixteen father took me with him on
a voyage. I liked being on the water so
well, I sailed with him for four years. I
learned all about a vessel, and could take
my turn at the wheel with the best of the
men. We had been to Liverpool, and were
returning home late in November. When
off Cape Sable we encountered a gale of
wind from the north-east. It blew our
sails away and made a wreck of us. We
were driven on the quick sands of Cape
Sable; the sea broke over us and we were
fast being swallowed by the quick
sands. Every man was at work throwing
our cargo overboard. When this was
done father ordered the mast cut away. I
felt sick when I saw it go over the side and
sweep away in the darkness, but it saved
our lives, for the ship rose on the sea and
was carried over the quick sands. All
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night the wind blew, the sea washed over
us, aryl when morning daymgd it found us
a w rS l'. For ten days wq drifted about
w % Atlantic ocean. Tongue cannot
tell what we suffered until ive were picked
up by an inbound steamer, and taken to
Halifax. After five days we arrived home
and soon after this my father died, and I
went to live with my uncle. About a year
later my uncle moved to Eastport. My
brother had gone to sea and I felt as
though I was alone in the world. Having
a desire to be on the water and lead a
reckless life, one night unknown to any
one in the house I cut off my hair and
dressed myself in men’ s clothes. The next
morning found me on board the packet
bound for the main island of Grand
Manan. The rest you know,”
“ One thing more,” I said, “ tell me
about that leap over the cliff.”
“ Oh. yes, that was a fearful leap. I
knew if I was taken by those men I would
have to hang from the yard arm o f the
war ship; there was one chance in taking
a leap over the cliff, that chance I took.
I went down a great distance, holding
onto the mane of Black Beauty till within
a few feet of the water, when I sprang
from his back. I struck the water feet
first, when I rose to the surface I saw that
the fall had killed Beauty, then I struck
out for the Flying Fish. They had seen
me go over the cliff and her boat soon
took me on board.
“ By sun-down we were snug in one of
the back coves of Eastport and before day
had dawned our goods were all safely
landed. The Flying Fish had changed her
name to The Swallow and the Wild
Rover had disappeared and Rhoda Wilder
had taken his place, for the Wild Rover
and Rhoda Wilder were one.”
Turning to me she said, “ Come Mr.
Wilcox, dinner is ready,” and we entered
the dining room where I met her uncle aud
aunt and her brother.
After dinner we chatted for an hour
when I took my departure, and this ends
the mystery of the Wild Rover.

OPS AND DOW NS O F F O R TU N E.
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JL Poor Artist’s Brilliant Work Unexpect
i Onco U*e<i 'i
edly Brings to Him Fame.
Mr. diaries Noel Flagg, a Slew York
Always U *ed
artist, who has lived much abroad, tells
some interesting stories of bohemian life
in Paris in the seventies. ‘ ‘ Those were the
days,” says Mr. Flagg, “ when Meissonier
was Sir Oracle; when Bastien Lepage was
fighting his way to recognition as a great
'•
A s G ood
painter and giving the first hint of a new
school of brilliant color, when the men of
A s th e B est- Sj j
Barbizon, at the end of theif lives, were
granted at last the place they had strug
gled for; when the fame of Claude Monet
tvas the secret of a few enthusiasts. Con
ditions and ideas were different among th6
The Best Treatment for the F aoe Is
leaders from those which now prevail, but
the rank and file struggled and starved, re
viled and hoped, very much the same as
today. ’ ’
It has been said that in France fame has
wings and that by a single great success A 6 oz. S3o«8e for 50 Cents.
she carries Tier votary to the top. Mr.
This Lotion will positively cure all facia
Flagg illustrates the truth of this by re blemishes.
lating an anecdote of a young Englishman
named Hawkins. “ He was so poor that ha
lived on bread alone, soaking his loaf, bit
by bit, in 2 or 3 sous’ worth of wine. He
would sell pictures for 5 or 6 francs apiece,
and that sort of grind went on for years.
A t last he painted a big picture, which all
the boys thought so fine that they chipped Of every description, rendering the skin sot
in for a cheap frame and sent it to the
and the complexion clear.
Salon. It was a landscape, showing a Has no eq ual for
graveyard, with children playing in tho
sunlight, but there was no cheap senti E c z e m a ,
mentality about it—it was a strong, manly,
brilliant thing. For bravado we made him
6et a big price c n it— something like 20,000
francs.
a n d Itc h in g P ile s
“ WeH, I had a picture in the Salon that
And
kindred
troubles, cheeking irritation (ft
year, so I went in on varnishing Hay and
once and soon effecting a^permanent cufe#
wandered up and down among the,no
tables, looking for my picture. Suddenly
I saw the sky of Hawkins’ picture— that
was all I could see for the crowd around
it. And there was little Meissonier gestic
ulating and exclaiming, ‘ That’s the best
thing in the whole Salon, ’ and Bastien
Lepage was pointing out this and that in Yield easily after a few applications of tStiB
it, and all the artists were admiring and
lotion.
chattering. And, do you know, he was the
success of the year? The picture was bought
that day for its full price, and the next day
the carriages were lined up in front of his
poor little studio, and he sold every rag in
W . W il c o x .
the place for any price he chose to set upon
it. He managed to hold on to his success
B IG M O O S E .
too. It lasted so long as he lived. ” —Har
Pair of Antlers Brouscht to Bangor Wed- riet Monroe in Chicago Tribune.
A P h y s ic ia n ’s R e c o m m e n d a tio n #
nos day Night Show Thirty-Eight
Points.
P h lll ips , Me.. April 25, 1898,
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Ellis' Lotion

Blackheads,
Pimples,
or Blotches,

Hives

Chapped Hands
Dandruff
and Scalp Diseases

Deligtitfnllv Soothing after
Shave.
Read this Testimonial!

HOW TO WASH A SW EATER.

Until one day this week the Prince of
Wales has been the proud possessor of the
moose head with the largest number of
points in the world, but now that honor
belongs to Dr. G. H. Grey, of Lynn, Mass.
Dr. Grey shot his moose in Aroostook
County, Maine. It was brought into
Bangor Wednesday night and is now in
the rooms of S . L. Crosby & Co. taxider
mists.
The most remarkable thing about the
head is, of course, the remarkable number
of points on the antlers, but in several
other respects the head is unusually well
developed. On one of the antlers there are
21 points, and on the other there are 17.
The antlers belonging to the Prince of
Wales have 16 and 18 points.
The length of the blades of the antlers is
3 feet, 2 inches, and each is 15 inches wide.
The blades are of nearly the same width
throughout their length and this produces
an appearance of immense solidity. Usual
ly the antlers are much wider in the mid
dle than elsewhere. The spread of the ant
lers is 57 inches, which is not a remarkable
measurement, but the spread on the brow
antlers is nearly as great as at the widest
point.
The unusual developement of the head
does not necessarily indicate that the ani
mal was a record-breaker in weight. The
moose was 12 or 14 years old and was
brought out from North {Twin dam. Dr.
Grey was in company with Dr.'Jones, also
of Lynn, who brought out a moose bead,
the antlers of which also aspread 57 inches.
The number of points was 15 and 18. i------1
Mr. Crosby, the Bangor taxidermist,
says that there seems to be no evidence
that the big moose are thinning out. He
has received for mounting thus far this
season 47 moose heads, nearly all of which
are of large size.—Bangor News.

Mr. N a t t E l l is ,
Rangeley, Me.,

The Garment Cam Be Vhoronghly Cleansed
De a r S i r :—I have used Ellis’ Lotion in a
case o f Barber’s itch and think it the best of
WtWttmt Shrinkage.
anything I ever used for the purpose. I pen
Fill a pail two-thirds or three-quarters sonally know of its giving excellent satisfac
full of coM water.
In extremely cold tion ln cases of sunburn, hives and pimples,
Yours truly.
weather the water may be tempered a lit
E. B. C u r r y e r , M . IX
tle, but let it be eoM and not warm. Take
Lots
of
Others
Just as Good*
a cake of good laundry soap— any good soap
that hasn’t an excess of alkali w ill answer For further particulars or circulars address*,
the purpose—and rub between the hands
in the water for a moment Put in a tea
spoonful of ammonia and stir well. Soak
the garment in thiB liquid for 15 minutes
Sole K la n u fa c tu re r,
or half an hour, and then souse and knead
Rangeley,
IV3alne,
with the hands so as to squeeze out the
dirt, but not vigorously enough to impair
the garment’s shape. Turn inside out and
repeat tho process. Pour off the water,
which now contains all the dirt that was
u.
in the garment, and rinse very thoroughly
u
in several waters—cold water, of course—
mm The modem stand
using the same motions as before. Lift tho
-3
garment from the rinsing water and lay it
03 ard Family Medi
over a line or wooden frame to drip and
dry. When dry, turn right side out and the
U
job is done.
cine :
the
V)
Observe the following cautions: If the
0
3
garment is one you care anything about,
common every-day>
wash it yourself. It w ill take but a few
moments, and you w ill be amply repaid
ills of humanity.
for the trouble. Put the soap in the -water,
not in the garment. Use good soap and
not a very great deal of it. Use cold wa
ter. Don’t wring or squeeze or pulL Dry
wrong side out. Don’t dry in the sun or
wind or by the fire. (A shed or basement,
with a tub to catch the water, is usually
better than outdoors.) Don’t leave where
it is cold enough to freeze. Don’t iron. In
case the garment is extremely dirty, use
more ammonia and soak longer. If there
aro grease spots, after soaking remove tho
spots with ammonia, benzine or some kind
of cleansing compound and then proceed as
before described. I have an all wool, close
fitting jersey shirt that lias been washed
in this manner by mysolf just 40 times by
actual count.— L. A. W. BuUetin.

WATT

ELLIS,

RTPA-N-S

Cures

Job Prinfim

NEATLY EXECUTED^
A t T h is O F F I C E .
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lies deep; brother and sister contentedly
enjoying each other’s society as all good
brothers and sisters do. Enter a disturb
ing element in the shape of a masculine
friend who hails the brother, “ say old fel
low, won’ t you come for a walk?” to
which a ready assent is given, and they
depart with expressions of regret that the
M rs. H arry P, Dill, E ditress.
girl cannot go with them.
And she? well for about half an hour
jT jt r u n jT J t m m n -n jT .
she bemoans her fate that she is not a
Bo-ora 7 « 3 1® e p.
boy, and then, reflecting that girls have
November woods are bare and still;
gome compensation she dons her prettiest
November days are clear and bright;
gown, and appears, a vision of loveliness
Each noon brings up the morning’s chill;
and home comfort, to the returning
The morning’s snow is gone by night;
youths.
Each day my steps grow slow, grow light,
And why should she not have worn a
A s through the woods I reverent creep,
suitable costume and taken the needed
W atching all things lie "dow n to sleep.”
walk with them?
I never knew before what beds,
Because it is not the fashion for girls to
Fragrant to smell, and soft to touch,
wear short dresses; was not, I should say,
The forest sifts and shapes and spreads ;
for thanks to the growing love of outdoor
I never knew before how much
Of human sound there is in such
amusements, sensible women are fast com
Low tones as through the forest sweep
ing to adopt skirts of a length suited to
W hen all wild things lie “ down to sleep.”
their requirements. Many a woman needs
Each day I find new coverlids
•more exercise in the open air, but is pre
Tucked in. and more sw e^t eyes shut tight; vented from taking it through fear of wet
Sometimes the viewless mother bids
skirts, the inevitable wet feet, and all the
Her ferns kneel down, full in my sight;
ills that follow in their train.
I hear their chorus of “ good night,”
Talking with a stranger the past sum
And half I smile, and half I weep.
mer this subject came up and she told me
Listening while they lie “down to sleep.”
a bit of experience. It had been her cus
November woods are bare and still;
tom for many years to accompany her
Novem ber days are bright and good;
husband on his annual outing among the
L ife ’s noon burns up life ’s morning chill;
lakes. The skirts that she wore on such
L ife ’s night rests feet which long have stood;
Some warm soft bed, im field or wood,
trips reached to the top of her boots, and
Tbe mother will not fail to keep,
on one occasion she felt that she was “ the
Where we can “lay us down to sleep.”
observed of all observers” as she chanced
“ H. H.”
to be the only lady at the camps. Just
before she left, a gentleman came to her
Dress Reform.
and said, “ Mrs. B. I want to shake hands
“ Do you believe in dress reform?” is a
with you for a lady who is sensible
question that has been asked the writer,
•nough to dress according to her surround
to which she emphatically answered yes.
ings,” and thus instead of criticizing they
m in out of srary *sn waanen would perwere admiring her good sense.
hftjM .my no, but tli« tenth one would wax
The truth of the matter “ lies in a nut
eloquent on the subject.
sh ell/’ N o amount of clothing can make
£* primitive days < h c o u l d have been'
a woman modest who is not so by nature,
hut little difference in the tores «f m*n
and no lack ol clothing can rob the pos
and woman, aad v s h iv s no authority for
sessor, of this crowning grace of her sex.
thinking tb it the flg lr»f
of
The character of Lady Godiva is perhaps
Sden were not of tho wune fashion, though
only legendary, but it illustrates perfect
it is probable that Eve
ve t few oofretly this statement, which is recognized by
tish touches to her attire that wore lackevery man worthy of the name.
LUC ia Adam’*.
Would it not be well as the season has
To this day, tbs Oisntfcl races of either
now come for the revival of women’ s clubs,
sex are wrapped in long clinging garments,
to insert a dress reform clause in the by
most unfavorable to locomotion, and the
laws, though it might strengthen even the
robes of our late visitor, Li Hung Chang,
constitution of a society, as much as the
make him look as much like a Chinese lady
practice of it would the members,
of rank, as what he really is, the most
In New Y ork or Brooklyn a ladies’ club
noted man in the Flowery Kingdom.
has been formed that protests against
The life of a boy and girl for the first longer serving the street cleaning force.
few years is so much alike that ’ tis a
They have a prescribed length for their
thousand pities the change should be so skirts in pleasant weather and a still
great as they grow older. Touches of shorter one for stormy days, and these are
blue in a girl’s dress, and of pink in a fashionable women who are blessed with
boy’ s, and a little difference in bonnets or common sense, and a desire to help others.
caps, are all that help you to avoid the oft
Don’ t, pray don’ t, say that you have no
repeated question, “ boy or girl?”
need to go out unless the sun is shining.
Even the activity of children is no test, Think of the great number that are obliged
as I was once amusingly reminded while to go in all weathers, and give the weight
travelling. During a wait at the station of your influence in their behalf.
my attention was attracted to a child
There are many needed reforms of which,
of three or four years who was climbing
"We may not live to see the day.
in the most reckless fashion over the
But earth shall glisten in the ray
furniture.
Thinking aloud I said, “ I
Of the good time coining.”
should know that was a boy," when the
But dress reform is not one of them, and
mother, who sat near, made answer, “ no, by concerted action we may make it
it is a girl.” So much for appearances.
ours, a boon to every woman young or
By the time a girl is five years old her old, and a legacy worth leaving to those
garments are* short enough to suit any who come after us.

Cosy Corner.

dress reformer aud a boy is promoted to
hit first trousers. To the casual observer
it might seem that for a few years they
teere equally free in their movements, but
fo it reedly »o? They are out for a walk
ajid oome to a fcrook. ‘ There is no bridge,
hut Uttla recks the small boy of its ab*enoe. Off go sh oo aad stockings and in
* tries he is across, and gallantly looking
eosae mesas of fadpinj the little maid,
who, mladful of tear clothes, must wait for
••ssistanoe. Do3k rife attempt to climb a
fenc» still there are tbe hampering skirts,
®rdwing los^or with oach year till she
ffcachss yoiog womochood.
Do you
teonder that ehe sighs for more freedom?

The very latest blouse for a school girl,
and a most sensible one, is of Scotch
tweed or rough serge, made with scant full
ness, fastened with round pearl buttons and
finished with turn back cuffs of the ma
terial, and tho high linen collar. It is in
every way a correct garment for the pur
pose designed.

A German has recently invented a sim
ple device whereby plants may be fertilized
at their roots. The instrument consists
of a thin and long steel tube, ending in a
sharp point. Near the bottom of tho tube
are a number of holes. The liquid fertilizer
is put into a funnel attachment to the top
How many do not recall such a scene as of the tube, and flows out of the holes at
this: A wet day, or one when the snow the lower end.

Education’s Strides.
Will J. Monroe, in the Journal o f Edu
cation, has published a series of sugges
tive articles on the “ Higher Education of
women In Eurode.” He finds that no
nation offers women such educational op 
portunities as thejr enjoy in the United
States. Germany he pronounces tw o
centuries behind us. In Paris there are
more foreign women students than else
where. England is entitled to second
consideration.
The
Scandinavian
countries, Finland and even Russia are in
advance of Germany, Austria or Hun
gary. Holland and Belgium admit women
to university degrees, but Spain and
Portugal have done little for their higher
education. In Roumania women are ad
mitted to the universities.
In Switzerland not only the universities
but the polytechnic schools, are open to
women. In Italy, while women are ex
cluded as students, they have been college
professors for oenturies. The darkest spots
—the deserts as regards the higher educa
tion of women—are Germany, Austria,
Hungary and Turkey. In the last named
empire, except in the schools of the mis
sionaries, women have no educational op
portunities whatever.
White for Weddings.
People may not know that the choice of
white for wedding dresses is comparative
ly a modern fashion. The Roman brides
wore yellow, and in the most Eastern
countries pink is the bridal color. During
the Middle Ages the renaissance brides
wore crimson, and most of our Plantagenet and Tudor Queens were married in
this vivid hue, which is still popular in
parts of Brittany, where the bride is usual
ly dressed in crimson brocade. It was
Mary Stewart who first changed the color
of bridal garments. A t her marriage with
Francis II of France she was dressed in
white, with a train of pale blue Persian
velvet, six yards in length. It was not,
however, till quite the end of the seven
teenth century that pure white—the color
hitherto worn by royal French widows—
became popular for bridal dresses in this
country.—The Lady.
The season for shirt waist simplicity is
over, but waists of fine French flannel and
chameleon silks with wide linen collar and
cuffs, are to be worn all winter. Blouse
waists, too, will hold their own in fash
ion, distinguished from those of the sum
mer by the little bolero jacket, which is
such a predominating feature of all the
new gowns. These little jacket effects are
pointed, square or round, as they are most
becoming to the figure, and they are made
of velvet, silk or cloth, covered all over
with lace, embroidery or braiding, and
trimmed on the edge with a tiny ruching
of chiffon, silk or ribbon. So much can be
done with this little bolero in the way of
renovating old gowns that it will gain fa
vor very rapidly. It is not necessary that
this jacket should extend across the back,
and light silk waists which have done du
ty all summer are made very smart with a
little bolero front of satin or velvet, cov
ered with lace, and a velvet collar and
belt.
The best kitchen aprons are made of a
good quality gingham. It does not fade
nor spot easily, wears better than calico,
and irons easier.

Cold tea without milk or sugar makes a
good wash for tired’.eyes, especially when
the lids are swollen.
The revival of an old fashion which
seems delightful, is the bridal linen bee.
A young bride was preparing her table
and bed linen by laborious work alone,
when it occurred to mamma to give a bee.
All the young girls were invited; they
hemmed sheets and fringed towels all the
afternoon, to the sound of piano playing
and singing and banjo strumming by some
of the musically inclined, and in the even
ing were given a nice dinner, with some of
“ the boys” for additional guests. The re
sult was a jolly good time, and the work
finished as if by magic.
Little Novelties Which Make Cooking a
Delight.
According to a “ bachelor maid” with
domestic tastes, the novelties in kitchen
utensils are enough to tempt any young
woman to matrimony. Bread toasters
and broilers made of fine wire and steel
rods, have nettings which prevent the blaze
from reaching and charring the goods.
Strong glass has superseded tin for meas
uring and mixing utensils, nd they are of
course much easier to wash than the oldfashioned ones, besides being less likely to
impart a metallic flavor to the goods.
Flatirons have nickel-];1ated surfaces
which will not rust. Asbestos handles
are a part of all up-to-date cooking uten
sils and keep the hands from being soorched. Pails and even dishpans are made of
heavy papier mache and are therefore light
enough to be handled by women who are
not rivals of Sandow”, while all sorts of
aluminum vessels, light of weight, bril
liant, unbreakable and unscorchable, are
the delight of the cook’ s life.
c r a x b k r r y

p ie

.

IX cups cranberries and % cup raisins
chapped, add one large cup sugar, one
small tablespooriful of flour, one small ta*.
blespoonful of water, and butter the size^
of a walnut, melted.'This makes one large,a
or tw o small pies.
M rs. N. P N oble *
Phillips.
HONEYMOON Cak e ,
Three eggs, 2X cups sugar, one Clip but
ter, X cup sweet milk, tw o cups raisins,
tw o teaspoonfuls of cream tartar, I X tea
spoonfuls soda, a little nutmeg and five
cups of flour.
Avon.
M r s . H illgrove .
FRESH SHOITLDUR.
I get about seven pounds, and have the
butcher score it; then I put it in the steam
er and let it steam three hours or until
the rind will come off easily with a fork.
I then take off the rind, sa lt and flour it,
and put it in the oven and bake one hour,
so it will be browned
i ‘ o - des. Then
make your gravy. We think it is the best
way to cook pork.
M. L. G.
Boston Globe.

Fried oysters are ap u spatter less if
slightly parboiled and then drained. R oll
in salted crumos. then L a beaten egg,
mixed with adablespoon of milk, then again
in crumbs. Have ready a kettle of smok
ing hot lard, and fry brown. It takes
about one minute. Remove and place on
platter covered with brown paper to ab
sorb grease. Cook only tw o or three at a
time. Let the fat get hot each time before
the next batch goes In. Keep hot and
Ella Wheeler W ilcox says that she owes serve quickly on another hot platter. Cel
a good deal to corsets, for she feels so ery is nice to serve with them.
much better after she has taken them off
COLD CHOCOLATE PUDDING.
that it is certainly a pleasure to wear
Put tw o ounces of chocolate into a
them.
saucepan and melt it, stirring until
smooth.
Boil a qua”t < f milk, thicken
Many steps may be saved if the house with tw o tablespoonfuls of cornstarch.
wife will have a market basket in which Beat the whites of four eggs to a stiff
to carry things back and forth from table froth and add them, with half a cupful of
to pantry and cellar. The basket may be sugar, to tbe milk. Take from the fire,
decorated much or little as desired, but flavor, and add one-hali the mixture to
one of the most convenient is a large bas the chocolate. Cool a pudding mold, put
ket stained on the outside and lined with in the bottom half the white mixture,
oilcloth. It is so easy to keep it clean. then all the dark, then the remainder of
The basket is handier than a server, as it the white. Serve col i with cream sauce
can be carried in one hand.
flavored with vanilla.
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expense is light, and is met by speetators
in every case. After a few sessions of that
court, the occassions for convening wou Id
Published every Thursday morning; by the
be less and less.
The Maine Central for November has
fairly outdone its former efforts in the
line of illustrations. Its cover plate, “ In
H A R R Y P . D IL L and E L LIO TT C. DILL,
Camp,” is just “ too cute” for anything.
Editors and Proprietors.
The young chaps are out for a good time,
but the expressions on the faces of tw o of
Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post-Office them indicate that night is coming and
mamma is not there to put them to bed.
at Second Class Matter.
The moose and deer cuts are numerous
and our own “ John J.” is present with
8KTB80RIPTION PRICE, S I .00 P er Year the bear he has laid low.

tageley Lakes Publishing Company,

In Advance.

THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.
D e v o ted to th e I n te r e s t s o f th e W h o le
R a n g e le y L a k e s R e g io n .

McKinley

and Hobart Elected by An
Overwhelming Vote

ADVERTISING Rates Reasonable, and wUl
b e made know n on application.

The agony is over and the Republican
candidates have been elected. The different
papers give results widely apart in totals;
Address all communications to
but all safely Republican.
R angeley L akes, Rangeley, Maine
The Portland Argus heads its double
columns with “ Apparently McKinley,”
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h ursd ay , N o v . 5, 1896. and concedes his election later.
The telephone would not work to Phil
lips Wednesday evening and nothing later
That Same Old Tons.
than the morning papers could be ob
Now that the guides of this section have
tained.
organized an Association, it would seem
that the business men, and others, who
Rangeley Plantation.
have the interest of Rangeley at heart,
should organize a Board of Trade. It is
Mr. Peasley and Lyman Moores have
well known that R a n g e l e y L a k e s has been running the lines of the settler’ s
advocated this move from the first. It lands. They will this way get at the
has found the sentiment favorable, but so amount of land owned by E. S. Coe, Esq.
far no one has taken the initiatory steps
The wharf built by the residents of this
to call a meeting.
and Greenvale Plantation has been strip
Rangeley has had a big boom from its ped of its planking. Next season when
natural attractions, but why not unite some of the steamers establish a regular
and push these attractions and more than line to this point, another contribution
double the number of visitors next sea will he called for.
son? Every dollar that is brought here
Harry Bemis has been on a visit to
'benefits the place. The more dollars the
Farmington.
greater the benefit. We have a combina
The County Commissioners will not be
tion, in lake and mountain scenery, un
equalled in America; the pure air and on to look over the proposed location for
water cannot be equalled elsewhere. The a road till the first of December.
fishing and hunting are all that can be
TH EY M ET AND ORGANIZED.
desired, yet there is one thing lacking, we
want a live Board of Trade.
Rangeley Lakes Guides' Association.
See the towns and cities that have them
and how they are being boomed. Rum
ford Falls, a wilderness but a few short
years ago. Livermore Falls, has recently
organized and its members are letting no
possible improvement escape their grasp.
Bangor held a most enthusiastic meeting
last week. The president, Mr. Pearl, in
his opening speech, said it was in the
power of the Board to make Bangor the
largest city in the state, within the next
ten years. Cannot a working Board in
Rangeley make this the largest village in
the county in even less time? It can easily
be done.
The 5,000 visitors of the past season may
be made 10,000 next year, and the increase
will go on as fast, or faster than the ac
comodations can be prepared.
Rangeley wants to be shown in her best
form at the coming Sportsmen’ s Exposi
tion. The Guide’s Association will look
after that in a measure, but they need the
aid and assistance of the business men,
and this can best be obtained through a
B oard of Trade.
There are very many matters that
should come before a Board and an ex
pression of the views of the citizens heard.
Parties or Corporations, who are depen
dent on the public for patronage, general
ly listen to an appeal for improvement of
service when backed by a delegation
voicing a Board of Trade.
Why do you hesitate?

About 20 of the guides met Friday even
ing in Furbish Hall for the purpose of or
ganizing an association. After quite a
talk on the subject of running the hatchery
the guides selected James Mathieson for
president and Arthur Oakes secretary. The
president appointed Nate Ellis, Bert Her
rick and Vid Hinkley, directors, and they
were instructed to present a set of by
laws at the next meeting.
Several were present, who were not
guides, but who are interested in the arti
ficial hatching of fish and in keeping the
lakes and ponds up to their present high
standard.
The objeot of the association is to estab
lish a uniformity in prices and to look out
for each other’s interest.
There was much enthusiasm and the
Rangeley Lakes Guides’ Association will
become the largest of its kind in the State.
The next meeting will be held on Friday
evening, Nov. 6, to which all guides are
earnestly invited to be present. A t this
meeting the by-laws will be presented for
adoption and such officers as may be de
cided upon elected, and the temporary or
ganization made permanent.
It Is proposed to make honorary mem
bers of the sportsman.
Guides Gossip.
Ed. Grant has been waiting till after
election before he took to the woods. He
is loaded for bear.

We have received from the publishers
Wm. Ware & Co., Boston, a copy of the
Melvin Tibbetts is working on the ex
Old Farmers Almanac for 1S97. As usual tension of the Rangeley Lake House.
it is filled with interesting matter and will
The Guides’ Association are to make
be found a very handy book of reference one earnest effort
to
raise money
for anyone.
to
run the
hatchery this winter,
and since they are formed for that object,
Perhaps, after all, the trials before it will be safe to say that the hatchery
Judge Lynch would be a suitable kind to will be run, and run as it should be, or the
introduce into Maine for a few years, The united guides will know the reason.

Phillips Locals.
On Saturday evening a Halloween party
was given at Bates’ Hall. In various ways
the young men and maidens tried to find
•what the future held in store for them.
Bobbing for apples, which concealed a
lady’ s name, was one of the things the
young men tried to do and succeeded fair
ly well, for it is not an easy thing to
secure with the teeth, an elusive apple
floating in a tub of water.
Blowing the candles was another fate
ful test, and a most amusing one. The
charm of the three saucers was also tried,
and it would seem that most of those
present were destined to be married. Re
freshments of apples and “ kisses” were
served, and also of Halloween cake; a cake
which contained a ring, a button, a
thimble and a key. The young ladies then
retired to the ante-room where they ap
parently "died, for they reappeared as
sheeted spectres, and each man vainly
sought among this band of ghosts for the
girl whose name, written on a card, had
fallen his lot to find. A march closed the
evening’ s entertainment, and it was very
near twelve when we said good night
agreeing that it was hy all odds, the
liveliest Halloween party that Phillips
has ever known.
Mrs. DeMott, wife of the Congregationalist minister, has arrived.

Fred Ballard, who has been ill at Mrs.
David Toothaker’ s for some months, was
able to be removed to Kingfield Monday.
A good many out-of-towners oame home
to vote.
Robert Cunningham was over from Sa
lem, Tuesday.
Rev. Mr. Small, and several ladies, ar
rived in town Monday night, not knowing
of the change in the trains, and had to re
main over till the next afternoon. Mr.
Small lost his vote.
The family of Mr. H. A. Presoott expect
to move to Livermore Falls this week.
The members of the family will be much
missed by a large circle of friends.
Some of the citizens did not know which
party was celebrating. One gentleman
says his wife inquired who he supposed
they were cheering for. “ Why for the Re
publicans of course. There aren’ t Demo
crats enough in town to make so much
noise.”
They are laughing over the fact that a
dead-sure-Bryan-will-win person took the
racket for a Bryan victory and fired
several shots from a window.

The returns were taken by Arthur Mc
Leary at the station. A large number
were present, but it was very late before
confidence had been raised sufficient to do
much cheering. They didn’ t want to go
Quite a number of citizens put out flags out and begin the fun and have the other
the thirty-first, but no bonfires were party finish it. A t about 2 a. m. armed
with guns, drum, tin horns and a circular
lighted in town.
saw they let the citizens know that a
N.
P. Noble’s shore windows were taste
fully decorated with the Natural colors, victory had been won.

last Saturday.
Avon
Engine No. 1, made her last regular
Oliver Golding was at home over Sun
trip to Rangeley Saturday, and returned day.
to this place to await another change in
There was a big bonfire on top of Mt.
the time table.
Blue Saturday night.
The log train came down from Reding
Mrs. 'Elenor Wells entertained her many
ton Saturday night.
friends Wednesday eveneng, it being her
E. H. Shepard has bought Bates’ birthday.
' *
Block and will remove to one of the
Bertha Moores has been visiting rela
stores tnerein.
tives and friends in Madrid and Freeman
It is reported that J. M. Wheeler will for the past three, weeks.
again start in business in his old store
Nellie Adams has gone to Wilton to
now occupied by E. H. Shepard.
work in-the family of Will Savage. /
W ork on the water works are progress
Nellie Lamb visited ■her grandfather
ing well this week. The pipes are being
Dill a few days last week, ahd attended
laid to the Sandy River depot and to
the convention. •
the Sandy River itself where the pipes
Mrs. Frank Russell and daughter,
are to cross.
Mamie, visited Mrs. S. G. Haley, during
Lyman Kempton was in town Sunday.
the convention last week.
The Cushman Post G. A. R., will hold
Miss Angeline Sampson is caring for
Camp Fire on Thursday evening Nov. 19.
Mrs. Louisa Howland who is quite sick.
There will be speaking, singing and a
Mrs. Jane Vining, an aged lady died
general good time. All soldiers, members
last Friday.
,
of the Relief Corps and invited guests
The County Commissioners were in
will please take notice.
town last week looking over the road
Mrs. H. A. Prescott is The owner of a
from the Hitchcock place up the valley to
white chrysanthemum that it would be
the Dickey Mills.
hard to beat. It was only a slip last
Barber Masterman and son Dexter, were
spring, but has had 40 large blossoms this
in town Sunday.
fall.
Willard Chandler was in town a few
Hon. P. O. Vickery, president of the
days this week.
Maine Fish and Game Association, told
Fred Dyer moved to Redington, Mon Commissioner Carleton that if the State
would build a hatohery in Kennebec
day.
county, he, aB president of the State as
A.
S. Pratt, the artist, has been in
sociation, would pay all the running ex
Boston for a few days. He may move his
penses of it. In acceptance of Mr. Vick
family there for the winter.
ery’ s offer the new hatchery at Monmouth
Nickerson’ s cider mill broke down Mon has -been built and, on Wednesday, he
day, but was in operation again next visited it with the three coftamissioners
day.
and was delighted with what they had
A siding on the P. & R . has been put in done. Mr. Vickery says that he has visit
near A. C. Nickerson’s for use of birch ed many of the hatcheries of Maine; that
and pulp cutters.
he has seen the government hatcheries of
The Kennebago Railroad Company has Canada, namely those on the Saguenay
been organized in Phillips, with the fol river, and never in liis life did he see so
lowing directors: A. B. Gilman, GeorgeM. complete a hatchery as is at Monmouth,
Goodwin, Western Lewis, J. S. Maxcy, F. the capacity of which is over 1,000,000 fishE. Timberlake. George Phillips, Calvin, Not only have the fish commissioners
Putnam. They organized by choice of A. erected a model hatching house, but on^
B. Gilman, President; F. E. Timberlake, the stream connected with it they have
treasurer; Mason Parker, clerk. The di built ponds or weirs, so that every trout
rectors voted to begin the construction of running up to their spawning grounds,
will be caught and be stripped at the
the road this fall.—Lewiston Journal.
When the commissioners
Rev. Mr. Buzzell, who has been engaged proper time.
to occupy the Baptist pulpit, will reach bought the right to this brook, they also
40 acres of woodland; and it is
Phillips this week. He will drive from bought
Kittery. Mrs. Buzzell and two daughters thoir ^,-rpose to enclose it with a wire
fence u..v. nave there specimens of our
have arrived.
forest namely, deer, caribou and moose.
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D on’ t leave Rangeley before you visit our store. We carry a large stock ot
finely mounted Deer, Moose and Caribou heads, Loons, Owls, Game and Trout panels
for dining-room decorations Be sure to leave your big trout and salmon with ust
we can mount them as natural as life. Sole agents for K A. Buck’ s celebrated
sportsmen’ s shoes, the best made.

With the Sportsmen.

S. L. CROSBY & Co., Artistic Taxidermists,
M©
For'fietter Protection.
P. J. Wheeler, who has n ot yet gone to
his home in Connecticut, has been at To the Editor of the Bangor Commercial:
Many men are discussing the fish and
Kennebago Farm and returned with a deer
which he shot last week. He says the game interests of the state, the present
law for their protection and what changes
woods are full of ’em abdut there.
should be made regarding it. I think that
There was a big caribou in Redington more money should be appropriated for
a few years ago. He wasn’ t seen, but a the protection of our fish and game. If the
reliable witness saw the tracks. They state does not care to make the appropria
were sunk into the soil of a hard wood tion any larger why not solicit funds and
growth four inches, and when he came to a ask the sporting men who visit the state
fallen spruce instead of going round it he for assistance? In some sections of Maine
jumped over. It was 32 feet from where the game laws are not observed at any
he started to the spot where he struck!! time. This is no guess work. I know it to
We will not give tho name of the man who be a fact. As for the moose, if we do not
oheck the slaughter of those animals there
said it.
will be none.
When a man says that there are just as
One George Z. Vaughn of Lang Planta
many moose in the northern w oods now
tion, who, it will be remembered, was
as there ever were, I shall have to differ
brought before Justice Smith early last
with them. I think that in the 40’ s there
summer, for killing deer in close time, and
were three times as many as there are now.
appealed to the higher court, paid his fine
In the southeastern part of the state cow
and costs at Farmington. One witness
moose are seen and farther up north many
against him was a son of Al Withey.
young moose having spike horns fall be
Now Vaughn turns and complains of
fore the sportsmen’s rifle. W hy is this?
young Withey and his father for a similar
Because the old bulls are not there to be
offence, sends a sheriff from Kingfield and
shot. I think that if the herd of moose
the tw o are taken there for trial. If we
keeps its numbers, they must come into
remember correctly it was stated at the
Maine from over the line.
time Vaughn was-bronfchthere, that there
Yours Truly,
were other violations hanging over him.
A. J. Darling.
This last move of his will probably apply
Enfield. Me.
foe match and we may look for an explo
sion.
Chased by a Hoop Snake.
“ Speaktn’ of snakes,” said old

Tom

James Sm ith and Lode Haley went up t a Poplin, “ Jimmy Hawkins hain’ t g ot no
Kennebago farm with Messrs, W rig h t and use for ’em at a ll."
Mahoney, of B oston , for deer. They left
Tom had been down to the store to get
foem all in the w oods.
a bushel of potatoes and a gallon of mo

lasses, and after carrying them for over a
mile he grew reminiscent as he rested them
Ed. Royal shot a good-sized buck at
on the hotel porch.
Kennebago farm last Monday morning.
“ Jimmy used to allow that he could
scare out more snakes out’n an’ old mine
Elliott Russell was out from Kennebago than any man aroun’ here, but he got
farm for a few days this week. He is keep- tired. Why, I ’ ve seen him pull a hull
lag open house there and has several bunch of stuff up in front of one o ’ them
Parties who have been successful in cap Old levels, set fire to it, an’ then go in an’
turing deer.
chase’em out, by thunder! Yes, sir; ohase
*em out—and we fellers used to wait and
We notioe that the atrocious and utter see ’em come through the fire an’ sizzle.
ly defenceless extermination of bird and Yes, sir, and we would bust ’ em up with
animal life politely known as a shooting- a club.
“ Y ’know where that old spring is up in
teatch or side hunt Is scheduled for
Lamariscotta, Skowhegan, South Nor- the platoo, I think they calls it, where the
ridgewock and one or tw o other places Italians used to camp? Well, Jimmy he
tehere the sportsmanlike instinct is utter would go up there and wait for ’em to
ly lacking. It might not be amiss while drink at the basin—and they used to come
foe legislature is dealing with fiBh and jest nacherly when he was there—an’ he’ d
Same matters the coming winter for that give ’ em a whack an’ down they’ d go, and
°dy to take some steps looking to the maybe he’ d kill a dozen in an afternoon.
Prevention of these hunts. If the protests ’ Pears to me, sir, he was fearful happy
°* real sportsmen and of humane people jest when he could show the boys a bunch
SOnerally are not to be heeded and this Of rattlers and copperheads and then go
outrageous business stopped let the law take a drink and get home. Crazy? Well,
*lte a band. There is butchery enough in no. He used to make snake ile out of ’em
e Maine w oods now without organizing —bile ’em up, you know. Powerful good
thing for a creakin’ Jint; why my old
aQds to promote it.
“ How to sell the most game for the woman—”
We brought him back to the original
°st money should be the policy of the
atei and hence we must provide game subject after a dissertation on the good
secure customers. The addition of lady’ s rheumatism, and he started again.
1 *ee or four million dollars, sure to be
^ ^ in the State annually, would be the
“ Y ou see, Jimmy had to have snakes,
VeQUe accruing.'*—-Col. E. C. Farrington, and somehow he couldn’ t get enough ile
q 4u»U8tn, secretary Maine State Fish & made, for a doctor fellow at Philipsburg
bought up all he had. So one day Jimmy
arnc -Association, in Maine Central.
says to Mom Hawkins; ‘Mom,’ says he,
A
***J‘tl * ‘ 1
Riv
^ave b0®11 shipped from Dead ‘I’ m after goin’ up ole Hog Back for
the°r Statlon up to Nov* 2. The agent snakes, and you get the pot a billn’ by the
jia^ e’ ^ r* Lindsay, says that nearly all time I come home.’ So he started out
Is
°ea <*oes’ and small ones at that, with a pick handle and went up to the
thir, °fe no ^anl?er of a scarcty if this spring. ’ Twant very far, only about six
“ fofc is continued?
miles, but pretty hilly, so it must a’ been

FOREST CAMPS, LOON LAKE
RANGELEY, MAINE.
S '

MOOSE,
/

CARIBOU,

/

DEER,
AND

BIRD
SHOOTING.

T O O N L A K E , situated five miles from Rangeley, on the Kennebago road, is one o f the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
time the surroundings and provisions for the
com fort of guests make it exceptionally popu
lar with parties who wish to take their fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage of a good carriage road
for three miles of the distance from Rangeley
Village to our camps. Those who would enjoy
the walk for a part of the distance over the
road through the woods can take a carriage at
Rangeley for the first three miles and enjoy
that recreation for the last tw o. Boats and
Guides furnished Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S . Y o r k , Rangeley,

K. S. YORK,
4 o ’clock when he got there. He laid
down and pretty soon an’ ole snake came
out to get a drink and he whopped him.
Pretty soon another come out an’ he kil
led that—an’ so he must got about four.
So he tied up their tails in a bunch, g ot a
drink an’ was thinkin’ of goin’ home to
supper.
. “ Just then he heard an awful hiss, and
there was a snake that he’ d never seen the
like of before. ’ Bout ten feet long, ’ bout
three inches thick, afid it was alive. Jim
my hasted at it with his club, but snake
made a dab for him, and said when it
opened its mouth it had four tongues, tw o
yaller and tw o red. He made another
licji at it with his club, but snake got
mad, and when he went in a next time, it
sprung at him hard and if he hadn’ t drop
ped down on the ground he would a’
been sick, for the snake jest went right
over his head. Darn luck, too. He lost
his pick handle when he fell, and hadn’ t
nothin’ to go into the critter with. So
when he g ot up, pretty sudden, too, he
picked up a chunk of fire-clay and heav
ed it for the ole feller, but twan’ t no
good. Snake made a bang for him, and
he went up the wall o ’ that spring house
pretty fast, and the snake he went ’round
back and climbed after him.
“ Yes, sir, there they were, right on
top of the ole house, no one nearer than
the engine house, that about tw o miles
away, and he just thought. Now, Jim
my, the snake ile market hez g ot plenty
for awhile, and then the snake made
another lick at him. There was an ole
chimney in th’ top of the spring house,
so Jimmy just made one dab for it, and
he went clean through into the water, an'
before he orawled out—you know the
water’ s ’ bout 10 feet deep—he saw the
snake a-comin’ down. Well, there he wa»
a-swimmin’ in the spring, and there w ai
the snake, and y ’ know the darn varmint
was afraid of the water and hung there by
his tail. Well, Jimmy- he ’ lowed that he
would have tbe critter sure, so he made a
line for the door through the water.
Pretty cold swimmin’ , too, but Jimmy,
he’s game. Y ou see he thought that the
snake couldn’ t get up, so when he g ot out
of the spring house he looked up and, cuss
my skin, if the dad hinged feller wasn’ t
a-haulin’ himself and *n th’ chimney tail
fust.
“ Well, sir, that was enough for Jimmy,
and he made for the valley as hard as he
could put. He ran like a boy in bare
feet on the brickyard floor, and he said

Proprietor.
he could outrun that snake sure; but he
looked back. Well, that ’ fernal snake
had jist taken his tail in his mouth and
was a-rollin’ down the hill like an ole
car wheel. Fast? Why, Jimmy said it
beat that runaway car oh the track to
the tipple that day last July. Y ’ see it
was a hoopsnake, and although it could
jump and climb and run, when it wanted
to go awful fast it just reached over and
took 'holt of its tail an’ then it went like
greased lightnin’ .
“ Well, Jimmy, he saw that there was
just nb good, ’cause the snake would
fetch him up, and the road he ’lowed
he’d take went oVer by Mineral Spring;
but he got kind o ’ mixed up and came
round by Fort *Dill, That settled it, Tor
when he struck the tailings of the clay
he must ’ a’ slid a quarter of a mile.
Down that hill he went, and as he went
past the shop he looked back and he
saw he'd beat out the snake, and the!
was the first time he felt happy. Yes,
sir, the snake had undone himself and
was a-sittin’ on one of them ole timbers,
and he seemed kind o’ afraid to come
after him.
“ Jimmy couldn’ t stop. He was a-goin’
too fierce, and he didn’ t fetch up till he
g ot to the run and souse he goes into
more water, and then he stopped. Yes,
sir, -he stopped and he cussed some—
pretty powerful lot, ’cause he said to
me he warn’ t goin’ to the Brethren
Church on Sunday ’cause he felt to o
wicked. He never saw the snake again,
and then when he g ot home Mom Haw
kins said: ‘Jimmy, seems to take you a
powerful while to go over Hog Back.
Where you been, and where’ s the snakes
you went after?’ And Jimmy, he was so
mad he cussed some more, and then he
went to bed. Next day he went down to
Wes and hired over in the Blue Ash vein,
and he sez he hates the very thought of
a snake, sure.”
Elsewhere we speak of Al. Withey be
ing taken to Kingfield at the instigation
of Geo. Z. Vaughn, the outcome of which
w as th at Withey plead guilty and paid
the penalty. This threw the costs, over
$30.00, on the complainent,
Vaughn.
Now Withey has sworn out a warrant for
another Illegal killing of
and Deputy Sheriff Esty
R a n g e le y for trial in a
said that s till another
him.

deer by Vaughn,
will bring him to
few days. It is
case hangs over

Elmer Snowman shot a fox
morning. It was a large one.
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Europe isn’ t pleasant news for society
folk, who had counted upon her help in
The New Turkish Minister Intends To making up for any deficiences on the part
Give Some Elaborate Dinners.
of the administration families in the
[Special Correspondence of rangeley L akes] gayeties of this winter.
The announcement of the early marriage
W ashington , D. C m Nor. 4.—Unloes
of M r. M ay, the young Hebrew attache of
the European powers conclude to serve up
tha Belgian legation, a i d to be the only
Turkey for a Thanksgiving Day or a
diplomat of his raoe, to Miss Belknap,
Christmas dinner, Washington society is
daughter of tho late ex-Secretarj Belknap,
going to have an opportunity to partici
was premature.
The young people are
pate in some entertainments conducted in
the Oriental style of splendor, during the very much in love with each other, but the
obstacles to their marriage are such as to
coming season.
The dispenser of the
make it very doubtful if it ever takes
Arabian Nights style of entertainment is
place.
M r. M ay is heir-apparent to a
to be Moustapha Bey, the now Turkish
large fortune, but it depends entirely upon
minister to the United States, who pre
his retaining the good will of his family
sented his redentials to President Cleve
land a few days ago. He has taken a and marrying with their consent. His
salary is a mere pittance. He has asked
large house in the fashionable quarter,
for and obtained a transfer to Japan and
which is to be furnished as nearly in
Mrs. Belknap and her daughter will spend
Turkish style as Is consistent with the
usages of American society, and has al- the winter in Europe; so the young people
reaiy announced his intention to give a will have an opportunity to find out if
er s of ( ental dinner parties. Mousta “ Absence makes the heart grow fonder,”
and society will find something else to
pha Bey, i ing a Turk, did not bring his
wife and children with him, it being an talk about.
If you are fond of discussing revolution
inviolable t istom for Turkish ministers to
leave their amilies at home when they go ary ancestry and patriotism you would
abroad: ’on Mine. Norighian, wife of the enjoy a -visit to the headquarters of the
first secret: ry of the Turkish legation, is Daughters of the American Revolution in
ul ;- qu. Led to be the hostes^ of the Washington, where you will always find a
handsome establishment the new minister group of enthusiastic women, consulting
purposes to set up. There is another afc- the books on ancestry and historical sub
tra.-tion L r society at the Turkish lega jects in the society’ s library, or discussing
tion, in th : person of Seifitlen Bey, the ways and means of adding to the fund
second secretary j who is a Greek and who that is to build a Memorial Hall.
O R IE N TIA L P A R T IE S .

has already been pronounced the hand
Another “ Biggest Moose.”
somest diplomat in Washington. He is
The New Y o rk Sun, which publishes a
also unmarried. This will be a sort of
new deal, as the last Turkish minister, great amount of rot and romance on the
who, by the way, was a handsome Greek, subject of big game, has received the “ big
was very much of a “ masher” and society gest moose” story, as follow s:
G . A . Worth, of Spfltrkill, H . Y „ killed
Burn, but lived in bacbakxr 'itylein a couple
% -moves la Alligator atersam, at the head
of rooms.
Miss Herbert, £*r*fhter of tfas Secretary ef Ofeamborttta L&ka, Me., Oct. 3, that
of the Navy, baa tto lough on m i m » f Iks was A m largest toe avxr killed in tbe
society reporteas.
Bfce netnrnoA from State in the tettaatioa of many woods
Europe with her father Bevaral weeks ago man who have seen It. A t the butt of the
and ihas keen enjoying the beautiful horn It tnCveTteOd 8% inches la circum
autume weather we hare b e n b t r ln j by ference. f t had 82 yrcrags, and the blades
taking daily ridea on hsr bicycle, but some measured 14 taefecs ocroos. lta estimated
of the rtpactera fcovcsa’ t found It out, aad weight teas over 1,800 pounite.
W orth , w ith a guide, had been moose
several of the local papers have printed
paragraphs announcing that «ho would oalllogr an erary still n ijh t for score than
soon be hotna.
a wodh. Lette ln September he succeeded
It is rather late to find a new story in getting four moose to answer his call
about "he 'ate Gen. Sherman’ s democratic on one night. None of th8 four came in
manners, vhich endeared him to thou sight. The biggest bull had not come
sands . ho had no love for other West within half a mile of the callers. On Oct.
P osters, ut the following, told by a resi- 2 the hunter was in camp while the tw o
det: j o Washington who was a private in guides were on the stream above. A s they
the army-, was new to me: “ I remember came along they made a bet as to who
one occasion,” said the ex-private, “ when could give the better call. Each called,
Gen Shei man’s good-fellowship made me and when they came to the camp W orth
one of hi- worshippers. It was at the decided the bet. The big bull up on the
ma ri; ,e of Gen. Barry’s daughter, at mountain had heard the sound, and came
Fort ' onroe. Though I was but a soldier down and walked out into the stream in
vi ed to the marriage and with spite of its being broad day-light. W o rth
another soldier who was also invited was heard the sound of its splashing in the
pri st
)uring the evening a lieutenant water, and, picking up his 303 calibre rifle,
w :o iKs importance made some com- he went down to the bank of the stream.
ph’in! t tne presence of tw o enlisted men The bull was facing him, and the bullet he
at th- wedding reception. Some of his fired struck it square in the breast and
asso
* gave ^ a. very cold draft and went clear through lengthwise into the
seemed to think our presence there was a w ater beyond. The beast reared on its
fearful social mistake. Before much of hind legs and wheeled half about, when
the evening had passed we began to think another bullet struck it in the shoulder.
so ourselves, and we were about to leave A third bullet struck it in the paunch as it
when Gen. Sherman came around and was making into the woods.
W o rth ,
spoke p ’ easantly to us. He asked us if we w ith one guide, started on the trail, tell
were enjoying ourselves, and we told him ing the other guide to get a pack ready
frankly that w« were not, and spoke of and follow , as he was going to track the
tho fact that the lieutenant felt so bad beast till he found the carcass. He did
because we wore present. ‘Come over to not h *ve to follow it far. H alf a mile
the punch k o * V
Sbarmaa u U , <u d aw ay it had fallen head first into a clump
we w ill drink to the ban1th of the krid«J of buskes and died.
We did so and
the punch had dis
Old hunters say that few, if any, moose
appeared Gen. Sheriuah remarked rather weigh over 1000 pounds, while the ma
loudly:—‘ Remember, y osu * a»en, that jority • ! them range from 600 to 800
though Lt. Black okjccU to the presence pounds. W e hear a great deal about
of enlisted men, the general of the Army
moose, but their carcasses never
does not.’ After that the temperature rt*ch town where the weight can be de
warmed up a little, as far as we ware con termined. A n y moose looks big in the
ceived, and we stayed the reception ou t.” woods— biffger to some men than to
The report that Mrs. Phoebe Hearat in others, bat we get only guesses a t their
tends to sell her Washington house, one of weight, asv,a rule. When you hear of a
the most olegantly fitted up and furnished 1200 pound moose, just allow for about
establishments in the city, and to spend 400 pounds of imagination or exaggera
the next tw o or three years traveling in tion.

But if the Sun was anxious to tell the
biggest story it failed—fell short 200
pounds. Some years ago they killed a
moose in the Dead River region that was
reported to weigh 1500 pounds. Nobody
believed it, any more than the Sun’ s 1300
pound story will be believed. It is a note
worthy circumstance that these over
grown moose are always killed by city
sportsmen. Old hunters don’ t even see
them.
Need of More Protection-

[Boston Sunday Herald.]

From all the returning sportsmen comes
a story of a great and wasteful slaughter
of big game. Everybody is admitted to
have a right to shoot his full quota, but
what the genuine sportsmen regret more
than anything else Is the indiscriminate
slaughter of the females. There is no sport
in it; no trophy to bear away as a souve
nir, and killing the female stops the supply
of future game once for all.
Even in England, where the killing in
stinct is probably as fully developed as
anywhere, the killing of female deer is con
demned by public opinion, and in some
colonies by law. In the most bloodthirsty
story of the chase, away back in the wilds
of Afganistan, where there is po law to
hinder, the hunter deems it necessary to
explain every kill of a female, giving as an
excuse the absolute necessity of meat to
men far away from a commissariat,
“ N o such scruples bear down the aver
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To the Guides :—

The idea of a guides’ premium inaugurated
by Raxgeley Lakes last year having provsd
so successful, we hare decided to continue
the plan and make lt even more intereetlag
this season.
As a starter we offer a

$36 F a n cy Sporting

RIFLE
Made by the Winchester Repeating Anna Oa
This will go to the Guide who brings ua In the
largest number of new subscribers to Rabos ley L akes before January 1st, 1897.
But if you -don’t get subscribers e n o u g h t o
capture the rifle, we offer one ot E. T. Ho*n»
best $12

Hand-Made Fishing Rods
as a
S e c o n d .

P r e m

iu r f

As a
THIRD PREMIUM

__ ^

We offer a handsome collection o f Mrs. H. H.
Dill’s

H a n d -M a d e R angeley F lies.
AND STILL ANOTHER

------ -

To the one bringing in the fourth largest
we will give a

age hunter in M aine,” continued a return
ed gunner this week, as he gave forth the
above. “ It is shoot, shoot, shoot, at any
thing moving, male or female, big or little,
good or bad. If it keeps on, it will take
To the guide not securing any of tho aberte
but a few years to exterminate the race.
premiums, but {bringing in over 10 new rate
M oose especially suffer from this wild
soribers, we will give a year’s subscription to
carnival of slaughter. They are a slow R a n g e l e y L a k e s ,
breeding animal, and are being driven into
Trusting that tho nfcOvo wifi b« ot Interest t o
narrower quarters each year by the lum
ovary guide, we remain, •
bermen and railroads. It will take less
Yours for booming the Bangley*
than five years at the present ibate to kill
Tha
Publishers ot Ba m b z j it L n
of? all the moose there are.
“ There is a feeling growing In Maine and
P. 3 . Qatoorlptfon blanCts tarnished oa sipelsewhere among hunters who go there to plication.
ohoot that still further restrictions are
needed on the hunting privilege. It has
grown since this year’ s slaughter began,
and seems to be strong enough to assert
Its suggestions in the statutes. A s in all
legal enactments, the rule must be endured
by tbe decent sportsmen in order to reach
the hogs. The latter are comparatively
few, but they can spoil enough sport in
one year to balk a generation of honest {Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all P&t-^
cent business conducted for M oderate Pees .
*
gunners.
> 0 u h O f f i c e i 8 O p p o s i t i ; U . S . P A T B N T O m e r j!
land
we
can
secure
patent
in
less
time
thaa
then
*,
Every deer shot off illegally robs them fremote from Washington.
(
of a certain amount of money. A moose » Send model, drawing or photo., with dtocrlp-f
>tion.
We
advise,
if
patentable
or
not,
free
g
ff
or deer alive in the woods is w orth more f charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. J
to a guide than if dead in his larder. In J A Pamphlet , “ If0’* to Obtain Patent*,” with?
(cost of same in the U. S. and foreign eouttrias!
the latter case the limit of profit is small Jsent
free. Address,
and circumscribed while if the game is in
the woods, the visiting gunner pays far
Patent O ppice, W ashin g to n . D . C . t
more to get a shot at it than than the car
cass would bring in the butcher shop. In
fact, there is no good reason why the
guides should not be made game wardens
to a greater extent than now. The guides
have a direct business interest in protect
ing the game, a feeling that would go far
to supplement the merely professional in
terest of the average game warden. The
former besides know all the tricks of the
trade, and on the strength of the old ad
CAW I OBTAIH A FATBICJ ? For#
it answer and an honest opinion, write to
age, ‘ the hair of the dog w ill cure his bite.’
N
«$t ® © ., who
isfi nearly
fifty years'
---------. ha?#
- ---------Ofi----------the guide would be the Ideal guard against
the wiles of the poacher.
tsln them sent frea. Also s catalogue of median*
“ Protect while there is something to
leal and scientific book# sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. reoetTj
protect. Thirty years ago there were plen
■peoial notice in tho Scleatifle Amoyiesa, and
ty of moose around the Rangeley Lakes,
tnu* are brought widely before tbe public with
out cost to the inyenlee. f i i » rolondtd pap*r»
and deer were everywhere. Y ear by year
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has hr far »ha
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
they have fallen, and long ago left the
world. 8 3 a year. Sample copies sent /ree. ,
Building Edition, monthly, 82.60 a year. Stnfle
lakes. The art of calling the moose has
oopiea, 25 cent*. Every number contains beau
been brought to the last stage of perfec
tiful plates, in aoloro, e*<3 » holographs of neV
houBAB. with plans, enabling builder* to show the
tion, and the few that escape in the early
latest designs and securo contracts. A d d r e s s
MUNN & GO* N e w Y o u k , 381 B h o a l w a T .
months, are killed off in the yards. It is
this “ yarding” inBtinct that leads them to
destruction, as is shown by the caribou,
never very plenty, but alm ost as many as
R ipans T abules.
ever. Caribou do not ‘yard’ ard are able
R ip an s T ab u les cure dizziness.
to take care of themselves in the snow.
Ripans T a b u le s cure liver troubles.
R ip an s T ab u les cure torpid liver.
R ip a n s T ab u les cure headaohe.

Handsome Fly Book.
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•xedi&i •< ■ --------- ' O b, v:
A Recollection of Old Tinted' In Storkville
Center, Vt. 1
“ In Broadway the other day, ” said Colo
nel Calliper, “ I met my old friend Co
lumbus Slilbitlingby of Storkville Center,
Yt. Years ago Mr. Slilbitlingby kept a
tin store in Storkville Center, and made
pretty much all the tinware that was used
for niiles around. It was in this business,
in fact, that he laid the foundation of his
present very comfortable fortune, and it
was while he was thus engaged that he
turned to profitable account a power that
so far as I know had never been similarly
employed.
“ About a mile and three-quarters out of
Starkville Center there was then a piece of
swampy land that was famous all around
that region for its mosquitoes. Maybe there
never were any mosquitoes that were fierc
er, or more tenacious in attack, or that had
sharper and stronger drills. In those days
tin working machinery had not been
brought to its present admirable stage of
perfection. The making, for instance, of
such things as colanders and other strain
ers, things full of holes, was a far more
difficult and laborious work than now, and
the remarkable thing that Mr. Slilbitlingby did was to utilize the boring power of
the mosquitoes to drill the holes in these
strainers.
“ He used to take tin blanks and mark
the holes on them from a pattern, and then
touch each of the spots with something
known only to himself that was a great
attraction to the mosquitoes, and when he
had got a lot of the blanks marked he
Would take them out to tho swamp and
lay them down in the mud. It wouldn’t
be a minute before every spot on every
plate would have a mosquito drilling at it,
and once started a mosquito would rarely
lot up. With the mosquito’s well known
pertinacity it would keep right on boring
until it had bored through into the mud
below.
‘ ‘ In the morning Mr. Slilbitlingby would
gather up the blanks, or strainors as they
teere then, and take them back to the shop
and finish them up. There’d be now and
then a hole not bored quite through, and
occasionally one that had to be made a lit
tle bigger, but even with this work re
maining to be done upon them the mos
quito bored strainers could be produced
far cheaper than those made entirely by
band.
“ Profitable as this method was for a
time, however, the time came when it was
ho longer profitable, when machine made
strainers could be made even cheaper yet,
Sted thereafter Mr. Slilbitlingby supplied
bis customers with modern strainers only.
®ut there are still in use in Storkville Cen
ter Borne of Slilbitlingby’s mosquito bored,
band finished colanders, distinguished by
tbe slight variations in diameter of the
boles and somewfmt irregular spacing. ’ ’—
■New York Sun.
A Pull on tbe lets.
How bright and hard every man looks as
teith face keenly set he gets forward, every
foteve and muscle braced for the coming
?~hggle! They are evidently trained to
be hour, as, indeed, they need to be, for
ho strain of eight nights’ successive racfog. much of it perhaps at 40 strokes to the
fofoute, demands a thorough and careful
reparation. The cockswain alone looks a
‘ frle anxious as he grasps the line which
. nr“ects his boat with the shore. “ Touch
bow!” he cries as with the force of the
yfrreut tho boat’s nose sheers out into the
-foam . As soon as she is straightened
hies ^he sonorous shout of “ Ton seconds
!’ ’ a breathless interval, during which
b remaining second is counted aloud
of°fk tj^le watch, then a flash and the bang
foe starting gun.
^■‘Nearly knocked off our legs in the tuteuoug rush, we recover ourselves in
to tear with tho crowd along the
m b. What a scene it is—the towpath
yei^Q8®d with a dense mob of men, all
sh0i
at foe top of their voices, somo
as I1
, f o k advice to the competing crews,
Wep ^ ow y°u are gaining! Keep it long!
et8 Rr<’wed, Merton— Ori-e-ell” while othStilUl
to encourage their champions and
dis * ato them to the utmost effort by
of mttf Ut brayings of horns aud springing
foperfi tS’ tehich exhortations seem to us
ly q. ■ Uous>sinco every man is so obvious®teirl wftn^8
The river is all in a
ahd rii' * mcing boats. Now the rush
Past th > 0Ur8 1110 cb>se beside us. Again
greyhr ° P 1*1We 860 them extended liko
Vfhat n^s beneath tho opposite bank.
*)ace they go! Tho courso is a mile
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5 S H O T S IN MAGAZINE.

This is the first box magazine, lever action gun, ever put on the market. It is light in weight; handsome in form; strong, safe
wift, and sure in action. The best materials, which our large capacity and exprerience have determined, are used in receiver,
action and barrel. The parts are made to gauges by our own interchangeable system—not fitted by hand and numbered separate
ly. The complete gun has been tested at 60,000 lbs. pressure with a .30 Caliber Government shell and ball, giving velocities of
24 feet per second. The regular velocity required for this cartridge is 2,000 feet. Each gun has been proved in the rough and
finished condition, shot to prove the action, and sighted upon a 200-yard target . A s a single loader, it can be shot 25 times per
minute from the shoulder, with aim; as a repeater, at the rate of tw o to three shots per second, with aim. We believe that no
othergun can offer so many advantages in rapidity of action, high velocity, and excellence of material and workmanship.

Winchester Repeating Arm s Co.,
N ew
and a quarter, and it would take a fast
trotting horse to keep beside them.—Good
Words.
On Common Ground.

They were trying the case for the fourth
time. Three times had the jury disagreed,
and neither judge nor counsel believed that
the present occupants of the box would
come to any understanding. The jury filed
out, and the parties interested in the case
prepared themselves for a long wait. What
was their surprise when, ten minutes after
retiring, the jury signified their readiness
to announce a verdict. When the verdict
had. been given and the excitement some
what quieted down, the judge turned to
the jury.
“ Gentlemen,” he remarked, “ this may
be an unprecedented act on my part, but I
want to express to you my appreciation of
the willingness with which you came to an
agreement. When I remember that three
previous juries spent at least six days in
determining that they couldn’t harmonize,
the promptness with which you agreed
stands out in most agreeable contrast. ”
“ We didn’t have any tatouble about agree
in g ,” aoid th® smiling foreman, and his
11 confreres smiled with hkn, “ as soon as
we had established one point, your honor. ”
“ And what point was that?” inquired
the judge.
“ A very simple one, your honor. It
didn't take us five minutes to find, out that
every man of the 12 rode the same wheel. ”
— Cleveland Plato Deale*.

Many of us, especially here in America, as
is apparent to the most superficial observer,
live in too much of a hurry and under too
great a strain. We should undoubtedly be
better off if we led quieter lives, if we re
laxed the tension under which we work,
and if we went more slowly and took life
more easily and comfortably. Our life to
day is certainly more complex, but thore
is no reason for condemning it wholly in
comparison with the past. The golden
age is, after all, a mere superstition, and
there is good reason for asking whether,
on the whole, our social conditions are not
today moro favorable for mental and nerv
ous health than they ever h5ve been before.
— Dr. Philip C. Knapp in Century.
WHAT PAPA WANTED.
He W asn’t A fter the Youth’s Intentions,
but Needed Cm K
Just as young Mr. Dolley was about to
bid good night to Miss Trivvet, the gas
light in the hall burning low, he drew her
to him and stole a kiss. A t that moment
Mr. Trivvet emerged from the library door
farther along the hall and came forward.
‘ ‘ Oh, dear, ’ ’ said the maiden to a gasjgr
whisper, “ I ’m afraid papa saw you. ”
Her fear deepened into a certainty as her
father approached and said to Mr. Dolley:
“ Young man, I want to speak So you to
the library for a xr.inute or tw a ’ ’
Mr. Dolley followed. Mr. Trivvet sheep
ishly, and the door cloned behind them.
The girl, pale and breathless, anxiety pic
tured all over her countenance, hid behind
the parlor portiere that she might have a
word with Mr. Dolley in case her father
should allow the young man to go to tho
door unattended. Her eyes were fixed on
the closed library door, visible to her from
her retreat behind tho curtain, and she
tried to divine what was passing therein.
Would Mr. Dolley be forbidden to come to
the house again? She had heard of such
orders issuing from parental authority,
and already she was debating how she and
he could evade them.
Whatever was transpiring? It would
not require four or five minutes to dismiss
an objectionable lover. Perhaps Mr. Dolley
was bravely defending himself. Nay, it
might be that he had bearded her father
in his den and boldly asked her hand in
marriage. The door opened. Mr. Dolley
emerged alone. A s he passed the parlor
door Miss Trivvet came from behind the
portiere.
“ Oh, Harry, what did papa say?”
“ He asked me to lend him a fiver.” —•
London Tit-Bits.

M a t e r i a l U t t e r l y Wasted.
“ It is astonishing,” said Colonel Cartel,
“ to ponder on tho prodigality of nature.”
“ Yes,” was the reply, “ it is a subject
that many scientists have written on.”
“ To think of the millions of seeds she
soatters, suh, on unfertile soil; of the bil
lions of young fish that are not pehmittod
to suhvive early Infancy—if they are
hatched at all!”
“ It is certainly impressive.”
“ But I have just encountahed a case
which 6uhpasses in lavish wastefulnoss
either of those I have just cited.”
“ Indeed! I didn’ t know that you were
scientifically inolined.”
“ I live and learn. I was traveling
through an unfamiliar section of the coun
try, and as we approached a town I ob
served great beds of mint— the finest mint
I eveh saw. When the train stopped, I
got out on the platfohm and made some
Inquiries.
I was dumfounded.
Talk
about the prodigality of nature! There
was aore after acre of mint so close that
the breezes carried its pehfume down the
M agnanim ou s William.
main street. And I ’m blest, suh, if it
wasn’t all wasted on a town that had been
Louis X II was of the opinion that it
prohibition foh the last ten years!” —Wash was unworthy of the king of France to re
ington Star.
venge himself for the insults he suffered as
prince royal. The Emperor William of
The Golden Age a Superstition.
Germany is of like opinion.
I have compared only a few of the con
Baron de Krosik, who has just been apditions of life at tho present day with those
ointed a grand cross of the Red Eagle orof the past. The task would be too groat,
er, was formerly colonel of the hussar
even if my knowledge were sufficient, to regiment in which the emperor as a youth
strike the balance between all those condi first did military service. One night at
tions and to determine which were the mess, toward the close of a banquet at
most detrimental. Some conditions are which the young prince, then a mere cap
undoubtedly better and others worse than tain, had invited his friend, the Archduke
they wore five or two or one century ago.

Rudolph, the conversation turned to the
projected reforms in the cavalry.
William declared himself a partisan of
these reforms and defended his opinion
with so much impetuosity that Colonel
von Krosik, very much excited, suddenly
interrupted him. “ It is an absurdity,”
said he in a loud voice and contemptuous
tone as he ridiculed the idea put forth by
the prince.
“ It is w ell,” replied the prince. “ Today
you are my superior officer, and I must
bow before you, but our positions may
change. ’ ’
When his former subordinate ascended
the throne, the Baron von Krosik fully ex
pected to see his name put on the retired
list. But the emperor appointed him a
general, gave him the important director
ship of the School of Cavalry of Hanover
and has ever treated him with the greatest
respect.—New York Time*.
Acute Rheanmtinm.
Every physician is familiar with the ap
pearance of a rheumatic joint—red, puffed,
and glistening. The difficult and tedious
task of reducing a rheumatic joint to its
natural size and utility k also well known
by most practitioners. Speeding from a
personal standpoint and also from experi
ence, the application of ice water, when
properly employed, i« one of the most val
uable of all methods in tho treatment of a
highly inflamed rheumatic jotot. To get
satisfactory results the joint must be
bati.cd regularly and systematically. In a
reoent ease a young man with a very bad
ly sy-. <Tien knee was ordered to Lathe it in
ice iw ier for five minutes once ©very hour,
to thoroughly rub it afterward, and at the
expiration of one week the joint had al
most returned to its natural size. The ap
plication of ice water is much more pleas
ant and agreeable to tne patient than lin i
ments, iummiis, stupes, etc. Cold water
acts as a sedative and antiphlogistic to lo
cal Inflammations.—New York Ledger.
Victim of Inquisitiveness.
Judgo—So here you are drunk again.
Fuller Zatick—Y ou see, judge, it’s all
along of the confounded curiosity of folks.
Judge— Curiosity of folks? Explain.
Fuller Zatick—When I go out for a little
walk oz* an evening, almost everybody X
meet is 6© confounded inquisitive, you
know. They all ask me, “ What will you
drink?” I t ’s none of their business, but
what is a gentleman to do? He can’t be
impolite to a man just because the man
happens to be inquisitive.—Boston Tran
script
Unreason®*!*“ I understand you stood for a whole
hour in the doorway last night talking to
the polioeman, Katie.
“ S hure, you wouldn’t have me shtand
there for an hour and-say nothin, ma’am?”
—Yonkers Statesman.
Laws, written, if not on stone tables,
yet on the azure of infinitude, in the inner
heart of God’s creation, certain as life, cer
tain as death! I say the laws are there and
thou shalt not disobey them. — Carlyle.
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Election is over.
Thanksgiving next.
Miss Ada Huntoon is sick.
Joel H. Byron was in town Wednesday
night.
Frank Hewey went to Portland last
Thursday.
Mrs. Wm. S. Marble was in Phillips
Wednesday.
Clara Hinkley has gone to Fayette cor
ner to work.
There were no preaching services at the
church last Sunday.
Eben Hinkley will lumber this winter in
the vicinity of Greenvale.

RANGELEY
Henry T. Kimball went to Phillips,
Monday.
Warren Bowley, of Auburn, was in
town Monday.
Postmaster Herrick does not enjoy
making up the early mail.
George Wilcox of this place is 10 work
for his brother in Dallas.
Andrew Haley went to Farmington
Friday to remain until after election.
Mrs. John Russell and children drove to
Phillips Friday, returning Saturday.
Mrs. Lucy Thompson is visiting at Mrs.
Wm. Haleys, in Sandy River Plantation.
The King’ s Daughters will meet with
Miss Georgia Esty, next Monday evening.
Landlord Bowley, of the Mountain
View, was in Farmington the first of the
Week.
Mrs. Abbie Collins of Dallas, visited
her sister, Mrs. William Wilcox, last
week.
The Redington Lumber Co., have built
a store house near log track No. 1 at Dead
River.
J. L. Wilbur and wife returned from
West Farmington, Monday, where they
have been visiting for a few days.
Wm. B. Smith, the photographer, re
turned Monday. He has several week’s
work on hand to finish before closing for
the winter.

Cotter Wells is kept busy doing mason
work for various parties.
The Rangeley men went to Stratton
to play ball,Wednesday.
Boston papers now arrive on time, time
to be read 24 hours later than need be.
John Herrick will go into the woods as
soon as the snow comes, scaling lumber.
The Phillips & Rangeley has resumed its
winter schedule; to-day’ s mail comes to
morrow.
Henry Kimball and L. E. Bowley were
passengers on the early train Monday
morning.
Rev. H. W. Small preached at Chesterville last Sunday. Ha will occupy the
pulpit at Weld next Sunday.
The guides are nearly all seeing that
H. M. Burrows of the Rangeley Lakes an association is just what is needed for
Hotel Co., has gone to his home in So. their own protection and the development
Orange, N. Y. for the winter.
of the Rangeleys.
J. D. Pennell, the veteran boat builder
It is not surprising that people who
from Portland, has been secured by Frank wind a clock with a match, make tea
Hewey to take charge of the construction without putting the oolohg in the teapot.
of his new boat.
It is weak—that’ s all.
Mrs. Harry R. Jackson and son, Bart
A great deal has been said and written
ley, returned to their home in Rangeley about “ moonlight nights and evenings,”
last Friday, after an absence of nearly hut passengers on the morning train en
three weeks at Winthrop.
joy the moonlight mornings.
Flag day was a success. Though no
The “ election” dinner held at the ves
flags were noticed at this place, reports try last Tuesday, under the supervision
say that it was generally observed, and of the ladies of the society, was a success
“ Old G lory” waved triumphant.
financially, nearly $22 being taken.
G.
A. Proctor has a new advertisement Elmer Field, who has been employed by
this week. He is agent for Wanamaker & Phillips & Co. as superintendent of lum
Brown, Philadelphia, custom tailors. bering operations for some years, takes I.
He has a large line of samples and the W. Greene’ s place for tne Redington
prices are low.
Lumber Co.
If you want to see some big fish just take
Lyman Kempton went to Farmington,
a walk down to the wharf and creep easi Monday to have Dr. Palmer examine his
ly to the edge, and if you don’ t see some sprained limb. The doctor thinks he will
big salmon it will be on account of their be all right in time, but must exercise care
disappearance.
for quite a while.
There will be aconcert at Furbish’ sHall
John Haley, Esq., has had his store
to-night (Thursday) by the Harrington fixed up in apple pie order. Paint and
Concert Company. They are excellent whitewash have made a great change. He
singers and will undoubtedly have a has added to his stock, and has some
bargains to show you. Selling stricly for
crowded audience.
cash he can give you the benefit of the
Dr. Kittridge was in town last week and
did a large amount of work. He has quite saving he thereby makes.
Election day was a quiet one, but
a number of sets of teeth to make and finds
business so good that he may make his there was a smaller vote polled than at
the September contest. A good many
visits more frequently.
were out of town and several, for some
White Butler is driving quite a good reason or other, did not put in an
looking two-year-old colt. This town is appearance. In ths evening the returns
getting to be quite a horse locality and were secured over the telephone, and the
there is quite a rivalry between some of crowd at Neal & Quimby’ s store waited
the local horsemen. There may be some anxiously for the news.
races on the ice this winter.
Henry T. Kimball drove a buckboard up
This week we got to press as usual, to Dead River Pond and from there up on
Thursday morning, but owing to the Saddleback Mountain, he thinks. He was
change in mails the paper will not leave thrown about so much by rocks, stumps
Rangeley till Friday morning. Hereafter and logs, in the road, that he lost the
we will go to press ’Wednesday p. m. and cushion off the seat and never knew it till
some one found it and brought it into
papers will g o out as heretofore.
camp. “ Gracious mighty” said he, “ I
The residents of High street have been
shouldn’ t have been surprised if I had lost
improving the looks of that locality. The myself.
house of. Bert Herrick’ s has been raised
The King’s Daughters met with Mrs.
and underpinning put under, and the stone
E. P . McCard Monday evening. The fol
work under the new house of Frank
lowing officers were elected: President,
Kempton’ s is a credit to the workmen.
Mrs. H. A. Furbish; vice president, Miss
W. W . Small, one of the editors of the Lucy Marble; secretary, Miss Minnie
Rumford Falls Times, made a call on Grant: treasurer, Miss Lubelle Lamb;
R an g eley L akes last Friday. Mr. Small executive committee, Mrs. E. B. Herrick,
has been on a well-earned vacation to his Miss Elsie Collins, Miss Nellie Lamb;
home in Kingfield and on his tour made a visiting committee, Mrs. E. P. McCard,
short stop at Rangeley to see his numer Mrs. G. A. Proctor, Miss Florence Hink
ous friends.
ley.

LAKES
A Synopsis of the Weather for October.
The Wing Brothers, of Phillips, are
The following is a record of the weather
soon to give a lecture on Phrenology in for the month of October:
Rangeley.
1. Thursday—Cloudy and rainy. S. W .
Stephen R. Philbrick raised 111 bushels
2. Friday—Cloudy and rainy. N. E.
of oats on tw o acres and a half of
3. Saturday—Cloudy and rainy. S. W.
broke-up ground.
4. Sunday—Cleared, nice day. S. W.
5. Monday—Clear and cold. N. W .
One of the cosiest and most attractive
6. Tuesday—Cloudy. S. W.
dining-rooms to be found at a country
7. Wednesday—Cloudy and rainy. N. E.
hotel is at* the Oquossoc House.
8. Thursday—Cloudy and cold. W.
Wm. H. McKeen went out Tuesday.
9. Friday—Cleared. Heavy frost. W .
He will return in a few days to do work
10. Saturday—Clear. Heavy frost. N.
at the Mooselookmeguntic House.
11. Sunday.—Clear. Heavy frost. E.
Chas. W. Gile of Dallas, has taken the
12. Monday—Clear. Heavy frost. E.
job to out the wood and get out lumber
13. Tuesday—Hazey skies. E.
for a new cottage for Roland Y ork at
14. Wednesday—Fair. E.
Loon Lake the coming season.
15. Thursday. Mixed weather. E,
J. A. Russell went to Phillips yesterday 16. Friday—Clear. Heavy frost. S. W.
to join in a “ celebration” over the recent 17. Saturday—Hazy and cold. S. W .
victory. If there was none there he was 18. Sunday- Cloudy and rainy. N. E.
going further.
19. Monday—Clearing and cold. N. W.
Prof. George Wing, of Phillips, a 20. Tuesday—Cloudy. Snow. S. E.
graduate of Fowler & Wells’ Phrenologi 21. Wednesday—Cold rain. Si E.
cal College, New York, has returned and 22. Thursday—Clear. Cold in forenoon.
was in town Friday.
23. Friday—Cloudy and cold. S. E.
24. Saturday—Cold.
Chain o f Ponds Township Sold.
25. Sunday—Very windy. S. W .
It is now known that the Berlin Mills 26. Monday—Fair. S. W.
Co. has purchased the chain of Ponds 27. Tuesday—Fair. W.
township and the remaining half of the 28. Wednesday—Fair. Quite warm. W.
Massachusetts Gore.
29. Thursday—Cloudy and rainy. S. E.
They now want to buy the Alder stream 30. Friday—Cloudy and rainy. N. E.
town, which will give them about the 31. Saturday—Cloudy and rainy. N. E.
whole hunting territory to the Canada
There were. 16 days of cloudy and rainy
line. Chain of Ponds town brought $75,000 weather and 15 days of fair weather. On
which is some $33,000 more than was paid the 9th snow was seen on Saddleback.
for it about seven months ago.
The 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th heavy frosts
The Berlin Mills Co. paid the Phillips occurred. The 12th was quiee warm, the
estate about $95,000 for what they 16th was a very nice day, the 18th was
bought of them, including their mill, very rainy all day, the 19th little snow,
$35,000, Tim Pond town, $30,000, and half 20th quite a heavy snow storm, the follow 
of Massachusetts Gore, $30,000.
Mr. ing day was a cold rain, the 25th wind
Field, the Redington Lumber Company’ s blew a gale, the 28th was tbe warmest day
superintendent says there is but little for the month. The last three days were
land in that section that the Berlin Falls quite waam but cloudy and rainy.
Oct. 31st thunder shower. Clear in af
Company do not now own.
ternoon.

How

McKinley's

Election

Helps

Rangeley.
A gentleman who was at the Rangeley
Lake House last season told Mr. Marble
that in case of McKinley’ s election he
desired a cottage built for himself and
family, but if it was Bryan he would have
no use for one.
Mr. Marble says they will probably put
up tw o cottages beyond the Smith cot
tage on the campus.
Ltimborlna: Operations at Redington.
The coming winter the Company will
cut between eight and nine million. This
will be divided in about as follows: In
Greenvale Plantation three and one-half
million. Charles Hutchins at Camp 1, and
Sherman Bean at Camp 3 will put in this
landing at log track 1, near Dead River.
LeBriton, at log track 2, will put in tw o
and one-half million. A t “ Nick Point”
Camp 7, they will put in 800 thousand.
Wilbur will cut and yard 300 thousand.
Camp 4, Bricmo Blanchard gets 700 thous
and. In the corner of Greenvale Planta
tion and the west corner of Redington,
Toothaker & Kimball will pick up about
650 thousand. This is less than the usual
winter’ s cut, but with what logs the Co.
noW have on hand it is thought it will
keep tho mill busy for the next year.

Maine’s Own is Always the Best.
Every S tate has its own K e e le y Institute
M aine’s K eeley Institute is in Deering. Every
train on the Maine Central and the Portland &
Rochester Railroads stop at this station (W est
brook Junction). It is the best, the nearest,
the cheapest and has a K eeley graduate for
its physician, who understands every pang and
want of the patient. This is the only K eeley
Institute in N ew England authorized by Dr.
Leslie E. K eeley. or the K eeley Co. to do busi
ness in Maine. Look around you and see the
permanent cures from your own Institute.

M A R R IE D .
Rangeley Oct. 22, by Rev. W. H. Small, Bern
ard A . Moulton, o f York, and Miss LillianMaud
Haines, of Rangeley.
In Farmington, Oct. 21, by Rev. Mr. DukeBhire, J. F. Hough, of Redington, and Mis®
Nellie F. Voter, o f Farmington, Me.

Quimby D istrict.
Mr. Alphonzo Lake has bought the
place recently vacated by Isaao Nile. MrLake Is living there alone.
Miss Myra Quimby has returned home.
She has been visiting in Strong
Lewiston for a few week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Quimby and MrsNellie Albee have been to Kemankea#
Pond camping out.
Mr. David Haley has got his aqueduct
running and is building a water shed oVer
it. Deck Quimby did the framing.

Sawdust C ity, (Rediugtoti).
Dr. J. H. Hescock has been in the Qui®1'
Wm. Lewis met with a serious injury in by district for the past week doing denta
the w oods recently. His knee cap was work. His office was at Mr. Ja®e9
broken and he wa3 forced to quit work.
Searles’ .
Mr. Fred Pillsbury and Mr. Chari*0
The men seeking employment in the
woods are gathering in this settlement.
Hoar are threshing in the Quimby
trict.
Mr. Warren Bowley of Lewiston,
If you have a
ed his nephew J. F. Kimball over Sunda^
and
Ho says he has not visited the place be*°r
that
filled with your
for 22 years.
P hilip A lton Quimb^•
order a

adv’t In Boston Heald
columns, where a
will no longer

of anything.
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R ip an s T a bu les cure dyspepsia.
R ip an s T a b u le s: pleasant laxative.
R ipans T a b u le s: g en tle cathartic.
R ipans T a b u les: for sour stom a0*1’

